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**Statement of purpose**

To advance collaboration with continental pediatric neurosurgery societies that have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with ISPN by establishing website cross-linkage between their respective websites and to promote each others activities.

**Related issues**

Collaboration with continental societies.

**Context / Committee**

Executive Board, Liaison Committee, Communication Committee

**Details**

On the ISPN website, there will be a section “Continental Pediatric Neurosurgery Societies” with website links to their websites. This section may also include any relevant postings as selected by the continental society.

ISPN Liaison committee chair/vice chair will do quarterly (every 3 months) checks on the reciprocity linkage and updating thereof via ISPN Office, or continental societies liaison teams, with any updates, technical challenges or inaccuracies.

**Relevant link**

[include link to website section once created. *(may also included relevant sections on continental websites.)*]

**Review period**

Every 2nd year.